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What kind of teaching for the 21st century?
Higher education has been undergoing significant transformation worldwide. These
changes mainly caused by Bologna process and a rapid growth of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) are reflected through a wide range of new
educational concepts and approaches. Naturally, the role of teacher has been changing,
from a knowledge transmitter to a learning facilitator or mentor, who is responsible for
the creation of interactive learning environments.
Indeed, rethinking pedagogy, from a ‘transmission’ model to a learner-centered one is
crucial to prepare learners to develop or to upgrade competencies and skills such as
critical thinking, information analysis, creativity, collaboration and effective
communication to be able to meet the needs of 21st-century society.
Consequently, most teachers are now facing this challenge: how to implement
innovative teaching and learning? How to stimulate the cognitive skills of different
types of learners? How to effectively and appropriately use a wide range of ICT in order
to achieve better learning experiences?
These are the central issues that the Teach ME project addresses through the
elaboration and implementation of new continuing education courses for teachers in
Moldova that focus on innovative pedagogical approaches and use of ICT.
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About Teach ME project
Program: Erasmus+ KA2, Capacity Building in the field of Higher
Education
Title: Creating Moldovan E-network for promoting e-teaching in the
Continuing Professional Education
Project start : 15th October 2015
Duration : 36 months

Within the project TEACH ME we:
сreate new ideas; сontribute to the
development of the university and
Moldova in general; become happy
thanks to results of successfully
performed work; get acquainted
with interesting people; participate
in webinars, in working meetings;
increase our skills (qualification)
(trainings, seminars), learn about
new informational and pedagogical
technologies. We learn new culture,
traditions and customs during
business trips to other countries;
learn languages to eliminate
language barriers and for future
possibilities of communication. We
exchange our experience with
partners from EU and partners from
M o l d o v a , d i s t r i b u t e a c q u i re d
experience.

Moldovan universities preparing
specialists in different areas, but
special emphasis is placed on initial
and continuous training of teachers
of different levels.
TeachME project is a substantial
contribution to the continued
development of teachers. We
believe that the contribution of
universities fellow European
partners, we will be able to develop
practical skills in developing the
courses, we use ICT in the teachinglearning-assessment process and
we can interact more effectively
with students and the labor market.

Igor Sevcenco, Project coordinator,
Cahul State University, Republic of
Moldova

Tatiana Velicova, ICT Expert / Trainer,
Comrat State University, Republic of
Moldova
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TEACH ME events
Kick-off meeting at Tiraspol State University, Chisinau,
10-11 December 2015
Between 10 and 11 December 2015, at the
Tiraspol State University, in Chisinau, Moldova, the
Erasmus + Project “Creating Moldovan E-network
for Promoting e-teaching in the Continuing
Professional Education (TEACH-ME)” was
launched. The project is coordinated by
Fachhochschule des Mittelstands (FHM).
The main objectives of the two-day event were to :
•

Provide an overview of the program;

•

Introduce the team members to each other;

•

Model how the team is going to work together to support the project;

•

Build a long-lasting network for the TEACH ME project

The event was attended by: prof. dr. Ion Şişcanu, Deputy Minister of Education; Fabien Schaeffer, representative of the
EU Delegation in Moldova; dr. Andrei Chiciuc, president of ANACIP; Virginia Revenco, coordinator of the National
Office Erasmus + in Moldova; rectors, vice-rectors, professors, students and others.

Train the Trainer Meeting at the Institute of Continuing
Education, Chisinau, 10 February 2016
On 10 February, at the Institute of Continuing Education in
Chisinau was organized a seminar and a video conference
for the Moldovan teachers participating in the Teach ME
project. The seminar was broadcasted in Moldova, Russia
and Romania.
The meeting addressed topics related with the organization
of continuous education and of the teaching staff, current
trends in innovative pedagogy, methodological foundations
of e-teaching and other questions.
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Visit of MD colleagues at FHM (Bielefeld, Germany) and
NADE (Kaunas, Lithuania), 22-23 February 2016

On 22 and 23 February 2016, a delegation from Moldovan partner universities had undertaken
a study visit to Fachhochschule des Mittelstands in Bielefield, Germany to learn about current
training strategies and options for the modernization of continuing education.
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National seminar at Technical University of Moldova,
Chisinau, 30 March 2016
On March 30, 2016, at the Technical University of Moldova, a National Seminar was organized
within the framework of the project to present experiences, realities, problems, prospects and
projected outcomes of the system of training teachers in Moldova.
A broad discussion was to analyze best practices with regard to continuing education training
in higher education institutions in Moldova and Europe, recent trends in innovative
pedagogy, e-Learning, the benefits and risks of remote, technology, innovative pedagogy,
methodological bases E-teaching and others.
Agenda of the seminar included speeches from Mrs. Larisa Bugaian, vice-rector of the Technical
University of Moldova, Mrs. Tatiana Gherstega, Directorate for Higher Education and Science
Development, Ministry of Education, Mrs. Cristina Her- man, Coordinator National ERASMUS + Office in
Moldova, Mrs. Valentina Priţcan , vive- rector of the State University “A. Russo “, Mr Andrei Braicov, Tiraspol
State University and national coordinator of the project, and Mr. Valentin Amariei, vice-rector for
continuing education at the Technical University of Moldova and host of the event.

The workshop agenda included a series of presentations on:
•

stakeholders in continuing training of higher education institutions in Moldova (speakers:
Valentina Botnari, Igor Șevcenco, Maria Ianioglo,Corina Negară, Iulia Corman, Simion Caisîn,
Dinu Țurcanu);

•

summary of best practices in organizing training centers in Moldova and Europe
(speakers: Valeriu Cabac, Sergiu Corlat, Veronica Prisăcaru, Ludmila Fedotova, Simion Caisîn,
Petru Vârlan);

•

innovative pedagogical approaches, including those based on using information and
communication technologies (speakers: Irina Todos, Maria Vasiliev).
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Europe Day In Chisinau, 14 May 2016
On May 14, 2016, a large event was held in the The Public Garden “Stefan cel Mare” in
Chisinau dedicated to Europe Day, with activities for all ages, from puppetry, language
schools, competitions, up to concerts and open-air disco.

Together with the National Erasmus+ Office in Moldova, representatives of the Technical University of
Moldova and State Agrarian University of Moldova promoted European values through European
projects focused on education: Professor Larisa Bugaian (TUM) presented the Erasmus+ project
PBLMD, Professor Victor Sontea (TUM) -TEMPUS IV project BME-ENA, Professor Iulia CORMAN (SAUM)
and Professor Valentin AMARIEI (TUM) – presented Erasmus+ project TEACH-ME.
Our guest oh honor was Pirkka Tapiola, Ambassador, Head of the European Union Delegation to
Moldova.

Training week at Kingston University (London, UK)
The training week at Kingston University London (KUL)
delivered presentations by world-renowned
specialists from Centre for Higher Education Research
and Practice (CHERP) and combine group discussion,
case studies and best practices to enhance the
knowledge and skills of academic staff to gain a better
understanding of how students learn and how to
support the learning process in the 21st century.
The week featured 5 full days, between 27 June and 1 July, 2016 – 8 hour/days of
expert, relevant and impactful education for the target group (25 trainees from Moldova
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universities – TSU, USARB, TUM, USC, CSU,
SAUM) of the TEACH-ME project.
The training week in KUL concentrated on
innovative pedagogical approaches and eteaching for teachers, providing to trainees
the opportunity to reflect on their
knowledge and practices, ask questions
about unclear ideas, and explore the values
of educational e-tools and apps.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

The programme included the following
presentations:
CHERP Mission and Activities, by Professor Lesley-Jane Reynolds and Dr Tim Linsey
(CHERP)
High Education Environment: Constraints, Challenges and Opportunities for
Curriculum Design, by Professor Lesley-Jane Reynolds and Dr Clarissa Wilks (CHERP)
Framework for Assessing the Quality of E-learning by Dr Diogo Casanova (CHERP)
Principles of Curriculum Design for Distance or Blended Learning Courses, by Dr
Isabel Huet & Dr Diogo Casanova (CHERP)
Teaching as a Design Science: Pedagogical Pattern Collector Tool, by Dr Dejan
Ljubojevic (CHERP)

Looking Forward to the Implementation of Technology-Enhanced. Learning at
Universities, by Professor Linda Price (CHERP)
The Use of Social Media in Universities, by Dr Beryl Jones (CHERP)
Design of Distance Learning Courses: The case of the on-line Post-Graduate
Certificate in Learning and Teaching in HE and Short Courses, by Dr Colin Clarke &
Dr Diogo Casanova (CHERP)
Supporting and Delivering On-line Learning, by Dr Diogo Casanova & Dr Isabel Huet
(CHERP)
The Importance of Learning Analytics, by Mr Hendrik van der Sluis (CHERP)
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•

•
•
•

Design of a Certificate in Innovative Pedagogy: The case of the Université Nice
Sophia Antipolis, France, by Florence Garelli (University of Nice Sophia Antipolis,
Nice, France)
On-line Assessment, by Dr Lucy Renton (CHERP)
The Development of an On-line Tool for Scaffolding Critical Thinking, by Professor
Lesley-Jane Reynolds (CHERP)
The Use of Clickers, Blogs and E-portfolios, by Suzan Orwell, Dr James Price & Dr
Stuart Downward (CHERP)

Webinars
On 6 October and 14 December 2016, Moldovan
partners attended 2 webinars prepared by Pr
Christoph Brake (FHM), Florence Garelli (UNS),
Christophe Bansart (UNS) and Ion Stingu
(Continuing Education Center, MD).
As themselves future designers and trainers to the
development, implementation and provision of
distance courses in continuing professional
education, those webinars were and will be the
opportunity for Moldovan partners to experience
concrete online virtual courses.

Webinar n°1 « Pedagogical uses of ICT »
During this 2-hour webinar, through different synchronous and asynchronous e-learning
scenarios examples, the 16 participants were exposed the importance of choosing the
appropriate e-learning scenarios to reach well-designed learning objectives and outcomes.
Pr Christoph Brake analyzed the equipment chosen by Moldovan partners and discussed with
them the relevance of the chosen technologies according to the different e-learning scenarios
they had planned.

Webinar n°2 « E-assessment : methods & tools »
This 1-hour webinar was the opportunity for the 13 participants to have an overview of online
formative assessment methods and tools and how they can benefit teaching practices and
learning experience. They were themselves in the role of learners and experienced how
interactivity can be implemented during an online course.

The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which
reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.
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